
Pancakes and more





ABOUT US
In this beautiful family business, we produce our products with the utmost craftsmanship. To bake pan-
cakes, Dutch mini pancakes, crêpes and waffles is a true profession!
That is why we have been doing this for you since 1987. All our products are ready to serve and are being 
delivered to you frozen. It should not come as a surprise to you that (Dutch mini) pancakes are very 
popular items in the catering industry nowadays. You probably know that not every business has the right 
knowledge, ingredients and time to meet the demands of the customers between the normal course of 
events, which often results in a disappointment for the customer.
 

EVERYBODY LOVES PANCAKES
People will always want to eat (Dutch mini) pancakes and crêpes, because they like it and because it is 
affordable. We have therefore decided to respond to this demand. 
After some time of testing we have developed a sophisticated process, which allows you to have frozen 
hand-made (Dutch mini) pancakes and waffles at any time.
 

EASY TO PREPARE
The preparation of pancakes, Dutch mini pancakes, crêpes and waffles is very simple. You can prepare the 
frozen items in a baking pan, the microwave, the oven or on a baking tray.

WE CREATE
We create pancakes in different sizes and flavors for you, so you can make everybody happy! And the 
possibilities to vary are endless, that is why we have come up with a variety of serving suggestions for you.
Serving suggestions by which you are going to pleasantly surprise your customer! 

CERTIFICATION

BRC - A LEVEL



GOOD TO KNOW
Our Crêpes NATUREL and our pancakes NATUREL have no:
• E-numbers
• Added sugars
• Fragrances, dyes and flavorings
• Preservatives
• Salt
These are low-fat products with 100% natural ingredients.

OUR QUALITY
Our batter is being prepared according to our own recipe, with the most honest and high-quality products.
We therefore meet the highest certifications. Our products are delicious, tasteful and have been prepared 
with love. The products are being produced on order. Our products are made with passion, which you will 
see in the end product. And our products are……………………….mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm!

From our ideas, products and serving suggestions you will see how delicious a healthy and gluten free 
world can look like.
Enjoy!



OUR PRODUCTS
PANCAKES ROUND 20 CM          

87045 Naturel 80 gr, 5mm,  50 pieces 
87008 Naturel Milk free 100 gr. 5 mm 15 pieces

PANCAKES ROUND 24 CM

87070 Naturel 185 gr. 5mm, 15 pieces
87112 Naturel 185 gr. 5 mm 80 pieces

PANCAKE SQUIRE/WRONG 22 CM

87010 Pancake Wrong (Naturel) 180 gr. 3 mm 15 pieces

AMERICAN PANCAKES 12 CM

87307 American pancakes 12 cm - 35 gr 8 mm 40 pieces 
87300 American pancakes 12 cm - 35 gr 8 mm 120 pieces



OUR PRODUCTS
CREPES 18 AND 11½ cm and 1mm 

87073 Naturel 18 cm - 40 gr. 30 pieces
87034 Naturel 18 cm - 40 gr. 175 pieces  
87088 Naturel 11½ cm - 23 gr. 96 pieces  
87123 Naturel bulk 11½ cm - 23 gr 375 pieces    
87124 Spinach Mozzarella 80 gr. 30 pieces

MINI PANCAKES 5 cm and 30 mm

87079 Mini pancakes 24 portions x 12 Pieces per box  
87080 Mini pancakes bulk á 3,7 KG 310 Pieces per box

GLUTEN FREE

87007 Naturel Pancake round 20 cm - 100 gr. 15 pieces 87090 Mini pancakes 5cm and 30 mm 12 portions 
 x 12 pieces per box



HOW TO PREPARE
The preparation is very simple and easy. You can prepare the frozen items in a baking pan, the microwave, 
the oven or on a baking tray. 

PANCAKE NATURAL "DEEPFROZEN"
Way to prepare:
- In a Frying-pan or hotplate; heat the frozen crêpes with a little butter during ca. 3 minutes;
- In Microwave; heat the frozen crêpes at 1000 watt during ca. 30 seconds.
  Fold and reheat ca. 30 seconds more;
- In the preheated oven; heating the frozen pancakes for 5 minute at 200°C, on an oven sheet or oven rack 
  without a plate.

MINI PANCAKES "DEEPFROZEN"
Way to prepare:
- Microwave: about 1 minutes in the microwave *Thaws in about 45 seconds. 
  Adjust the time for microwave with more or less wattage.
- Oven: preheat the oven to 180°C, heat for 6 minutes, thaws in 4 minutes.
- Frying-pan or hotplate: pre-heat the Frying pan or hotplate with a little butter and heat for 2 minutes 
  turn then over and then for another 2 minutes.

AMERIKAN PANCAKE "DEEPFROZEN"
Way to prepare:
- In a Frying-pan or hotplate: heat the frozen crêpes with a little butter during ca. 3 minutes.
- Microwave: heat the frozen crêpes at 1000 watt during ca. 50 seconds. Fold and reheat ca. 30 seconds 
  more.
- In the preheated oven; heating the frozen pancakes for 3 minute at 200°C, on an over sheet or oven rack 
  without a plate.

CRÊPES "DEEPFROZEN"
Content: ca. 1200 gr. 30 pieces
Ingredients: water, flour, EGG, MILK  powder semi-skimmed 24%, salt, sunflower oil
Way to prepare:
- In a Frying-pan or hotplate; heat the frozen crêpes with a little butter during ca. 30 seconds.
- In Microwave; heat the frozen crêpes at 1000 watt during ca. 30 seconds fold and reheat ca. 30 seconds 
  more.
- In the preheated oven; heating the frozen pancakes for 1 minute at 200°C

OTHER INFORMATION 
Shelf life after production 12 months 
Shelf life guarantied after delivery 6 months
Small packing full color boxes including Spanish text
Bulk packing Carton box with etiquettes 
Frozen -18⁰C



SERVING SUGGESTIONS
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